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Cosmic Rays in the Galaxy



Hillas diagram for Emax



Lovelace 76; Waxman 94; Anaronian 06; Lemoine 09

General constrain on the maximal CR particle energy
achievable in MHD (out)flows

See M.Lemoine lecture



Supernovae

http://www.eso.org/public/images/ann11014a/

SN Ia 1994D in NGC 4526
Hubble Space Telescope



Supernova optical light curves (luminosities) vary….



Supernovae
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Supernovae Relativistic SNe Gamma-ray bursts 
type Ia, IIb, IIn type Ib/c 



Radio observations 
SN 2009bb    2012ap

A.Soderberg +  2010; S.Chakraborti+ 2015



SN 2009bb 2012apRelativistic supernovae

R.Margutti+  2014 Soderberg +  2010

Distribution of kinetic energy  over the ejecta 4-velocities
derived from SNe & GRB observations



Derived equipartiton MFRelativistic  SN 2009bb

A.Soderberg +  2010; S.Chakraborti+ 2010

Hillas CR energy

Is	the	Hillas (maximal)	CR	energy		achievable	here?



We’ll return back to the estimations of max 
CR energy in SN2009bb, but now lets 

discuss

Amplification of Magnetic Turbulence in 
SN Shocks

What can we learn from high resolution X-
ray imaging of SNRs?



Exploded in 1572 and 
studied by Tycho Brahe 

Chandra X-ray image  

Shock heated gas inside 
3000 km/s blast wave
Blue is nonthermal X-ray 
emission (synchrotron) 
from shock accelerated 
relativistic electrons.

No doubt that TeV 
electrons are produced 
by this shock !!

Evidence for TeV ions is 
less direct but very strong.

Tycho’s Supernova Remnant (Type Ia SN)

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2005/tycho/

Shock



Chandra 4-6 keV Image of 
Tycho’s SNR (mostly synchrotron photons)

Eriksen + 2011



Tycho’s Supernova Remnant

Warren et al 2005

Chandra
Sharp edge X-ray edges
Blue is synchrotron emission from TeV electrons.

Radial cuts: Sharp decline è high B-field

Sharp X-ray synchrotron edges in SNRs : one piece of evidence for 
high Magnetic fields

Tycho’s SNR, 4-6 keV surface brightness 
profiles at outer blast wave (non-thermal 
emission)



magnetically 
limited rim

magnetically 
limited rim

synch loss 
limited rim

synch loss 
limited rim radio X-ray

Thin structures:  evidence for radiation losses 
and, therefore, large, amplified  B-fields.          
On order of 10 times higher than expected

If emission drops from B-field decay 
instead of radiation losses, expect synch 
radio and synch X-rays to fall off 
together.

Radial cuts

Chandra observations of Tycho’s SNR
(Warren et al. 2005)

Sharp synch. X-ray edgesEvidence for High (amplified) B-fields in SNRs
Cassam-Chenai et al. 2007



Magnetic Field Amplification in the Thin X-Ray Rims of SN 1006 Ressler et al. 2014 ApJ 790 85

E. Parizot A.Marcowith J.Ballet Y.Gallant
A&A 453, 387, 2006



Chandra X-ray images of the western shell of SNR RX J1713.7-3946
Variable synchrotron structure! 

Uchiyama, Aharonian + 2007 Nature 



How we start with BISM ~ 3 µG and end up with B ~ 300 µG at the 
shock?

Cosmic ray driven instabilities are essential to amplify the field 
in strong shocks

MFA  is connected to efficient CR production, so nonlinear 
effects essential

Magnetic Field Amplification (MFA):



CD

Forward Shock

Reverse 
Shock

Shocked Ejecta 
material :

Shocked ISM 
material : 
Calculate          
X-ray emission 
from this region

1-D: Model Type Ia or core-collapse SN with Pre-SN wind 

Thermal X-rays from 
reverse shock and 
ejecta material

1) CR electrons and ions 
accelerated at FS & RS

a) Protons give pion-decay       
g-rays

b) Electrons give synchrotron, 
IC, & non-thermal brems. 

c) High-energy CRs escape 
from shock precursor & 
interact with external mass

2) Evolution of shock-heated 
plasma between FS and 
contact discontinuity (CD)

a) Electron temperature, 
density, charge states of 
heavy elements, and            
X-ray line emission

b) Include adiabatic losses & 
radiation losses

3) X-ray lines from reverse 
shock: 

a) Connect SNR to SN 
explosion model

20

Extent of shock 
precursor

Escaping 
CRs

Spherically symmetric: We do not yet 
model clumpy structure

Ellison +



Diffusive Shock Acceleration:   Shocks set up 
converging flows of ionized plasmaShock wave

Vsk = u0VDS

Interstellar medium (ISM), cool 
with speed  VISM ~ 0

Post-shock gas à Hot, compressed, 
dragged along with speed VDS < Vsk

X

flow speed, u0 shock

u2

Upstream DS

charged particle 
moving through 
turbulent B-field

Particles make nearly elastic collisions with background plasma
è gain energy when cross shock   è bulk kinetic energy of converging 
flows put into individual particle energy è some small fraction of thermal 
particles turned into (approximate) power law

You’ll hear many more in the next few days about DSA…

shock frame

u2 = Vsk - VDS

SN 
explosion

Ellison +



X

subshock

Flow speed

► Concave spectrum 

► Compression ratio, rtot > 4

► Low shocked temp. rsub < 4

Temperature

TP: f(p) µ p-4

test particle shock

NL

If acceleration is efficient, shock 
becomes smooth from backpressure of 
CRs

In efficient acceleration, entire particle spectrum must be described 
consistently, including escaping particles è much harder mathematically
BUT, connects thermal emission to radio & GeV-TeV emission
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Test particle spectra were calculated in seminal works by W.I. Axford ea, G.F.Krymskii, 
A.R.Bell, Blandford & Ostriker in 1977-78 Ellison +



X-ray Synch 
(keV X-rays)

Inverse Compton 
(GeV-TeV g-rays)
from electrons

Thermal X-rays 
(keV)

Radio 
Synch Pion-decay (GeV-TeV)

only emission coming 
from protons

Electron and Proton distributions from efficient (nonlinear) 
diffusive shock acceleration

e’s

protons

Several free parameters 
required to characterize particle 
spectra, including B-field, e/p 
ratio, diffusion coefficient

compete 
at TeV 
energies

Curvature not expected to be this pronounced for typical SNR parameters

Ellison +



synch

IC

brems

pion

Particle distributions continuum emission

p’se’s

Electron/proton ratio, Kep

Thermal X-ray emission lines è depend on 
Te/Tp   and electron equilibration
è Coupling with NL DSA helps to constrain 
parameters

Kep critical for  p-p / IC 
ratio at GeV-TeV

Kep and Te/Tp not yet determined by 
theory or plasma simulations! 

For electrons need two extra 
parameters: Kep & Te/Tp

Ellison +



Diffusion-convection equation for particle transport

u0 is shock speed, f(x,p) is phase distribution function

This equation requires that vpart >> u0 so distributions f(x,p) on either side 
of shock are nearly isotropic (this is why it doesn’t hold for relativistic flows).

In  many cases, observations and PIC simulations show that shocks can 
inject thermal particles

Particle-in-cell simulations demonstrated injection of CRs from the 
thermal pool

Caprioli Spitkovsky



Nonlinear Monte	Carlo	 modeling	of	DSA	and	SDSA	
with	Magnetic	Field	Amplification	



Thermal 
+
Injection

Acceleration 
Efficiency magnetic 

turbulence,
DB/B, 
dissipation, & 
cascading 

Nonlinear
Shock
structure

If acceleration is efficient, all elements feedback on all others

Using approximate plasma 
physics (quasi-linear theory, 
Bohm diffusion, etc.)

Monte Carlo code iteratively 
solves nonlinear DSA problem 
with MFA  

iterate

Monte Carlo model of Nonlinear Diffusive Shock Acceleration



k – wavenumber of turbulent harmonics

W(x,k) – spectrum of turbulent fluctuations, (energy
per unit volume per unit ∆k).
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Amplification 
G=gW (due to 

CRD-
instabilities)

Dissipation

Compression 
(amplitude)

Compression 
(wavelength)

Cascading

In non-linear MC models the growth rates and the CR anisotropy – the  driving  
source are derived consistently and simultaneously…



Magnetic	turbulence	spectra	in	a	MC	model	with	3	instabilities

3
0 0 0

км0.3 ;  5000 ; B 3 мкГсn см u
с

-= = =ApJ,	789:137,	2014.



Jacco Vink AARv12

ApJ,	789:137,	2014



Magnetic	Field	in	supernova	shells		is	highly	
turbulent	with	quasi-regular	field	much	smaller	

than	the	fluctuating	field

What	about	the	sychrotron radiation	in	this	field?



The	strongest	field	fluctuations	have	scales	longer
than	the	synchrotron	photon	radiation	length	

Then	the	shell	images	are	intermittent	with	
structures	e.g.	dots,	clumps	and	filaments	
some	of	these	are	highly	polarized	in	X-rays



anisotropic magnetic turbulence K^{-5/3}
(Kolmogorov model)

Simulated synchrotron X-ray polarized image of young supernova shells 
at 5 keV XIPE
X-ray polarization can be used to study strong turbulence in SNR!

AB + MNRAS v.399, p1119, 
2009



Simulated synchrotron X-ray polarized image of young                
supernova shells at 5 keV XIPE PSF resolution

anisotropic magnetic turbulence K^{-1}
(Bohm diffusion model) AB + MNRAS v.399, p1119, 

2009 and 
AB and Uvarov 2017



AB+       ApJL v735, L40, 2011

DSA is a possible explanation of 
Tycho’s strips 

è Some shock and turbulence 
properties must come together to 
produce coherent structure on 
this scale. Transverse part of the 
shock, anisotropic cascade, high 
Pmax

Strong predictions:
Quasi-perpendicular upstream   
B-field

Strong linear polarization in 
strips

Polarization fraction



AB+       ApJL v. 689, L133, 2008

Polarization fraction

Important feature of the  synchrotron SN shells with strongly turbulent 
magnetic field is the spectral redistribution of photons with 
the enhanced flux in the spectral cut-off region.
The dot-dashed line corresponds to radiation in homogenious field 
Solid line is for random field of turbulent field where  



Non-linear Relativistic Shock Monte Carlo modeling 
(DSA with magnetic field amplification) SN2009bb case

so the model is getting close to the Hillas energy

Space Science Reviews v214, id41 2018 



Nonlinear Monte	Carlo	 modeling	of	
SuperDiffusiveSA

with	Magnetic	Field	Amplification	



CR	transport	in	the	shock	precursor
Diffusion																									vs																								Levy	walks

AB+ PHYSICAL REVIEW E 95, 033207 (2017)



Super-diffusion in the CR shock shock precursor ( x <-104rg0 ) where turbulence onset
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CR spectra downstream  f(p) and CR escaping flux at FEB Qesc(p) Turbulence spectra:(a) at FEB
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What can we learn from gamma-ray 
observations  of SNRs?

How can they contribute to Galactic CRs?



Supernova remnants as  CR 
accelerators



TeV	gamma	rays	from	RXJ1713.7-3946

RXJ1713.7-3946 (HESS)
F.Aharonian+,	Astron.Astrophys.464,	235	(2007)

g-ray ~ E-2

df
dE



Thompson Baldini Uchiyama 2012

W51C (filled circles) W44 (open circles); 
IC 443 (filled rectangles); W28 (open rectangles) 
Cassiopeia A (filled diamonds).

Fermi  images of young SNRs 

Lγ ~10
34 −1036erg / s



Ackermann et al., Tavani ea  

Fermi LAT observations of 
SNRs interacting with dense 
material (molecular clouds)

è Strong case for pion-
decay gamma-rays 
dominating GeV-TeV
emission

è Smoking gun for SNRs 
being a primary source of 
galactic CR ions,

but are there other 
compelling reasons to 
believe SNRs are primary 
source of the bulk of CRs? 

Energy budget and Ionic 
composition are most 
compelling reasons



IC 443 SNR interacting with a molecular cloud



Fermi-LAT and MAGIC spectra of Cas A SNR (2017) 



Spectral energy distribution of the Tycho SNR 
with Fermi-LAT and VERITAS data (2015) 
in filled red squares and circles, respectively. 



Observed	gamma-ray	spectra	of	SNRs

S. Funk 2015

However what are the sources of PeV regime CRs?



PeV CRs	are	likely	accelerated	in	
the	Galaxy…

… but	how	and	where?



What else one could expect in 
galaxies and in the starbursts? 

Superbubbles - caverns blown by 
multiple SN and stellar wind 

shocks around OB associations 



VLT view of superbubbles in LMC 
N40                                                               N70

Multiscale highly 
intermittent  problem  

Intermittent structures in hot ~ MK plasma
shocks and rarefactions 
~ 100 pc scale size supershell
See Wikipedia



15 Jul 2005 5:47 AR AR251-AA43-09.tex XMLPublishSM(2004/02/24) P1: KUV

378 COX

Figure 10 Various conceptions of the larger scale structure of the Galactic atmo-
sphere. In this figure, hatched green indicates warm HI; hatched green on yellow
background—diffuse warm HII; orange—hotter gas bearing OVI; red—material hot
enough to emit X rays; gray—plumes of escaping cosmic rays; and red dots—
microflares. Problems with the top two panels are discussed in the text. The lower
two panels contain some elements of potentially greater realism.
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NB: Superbubble LECRs 
can easily reach halo.
Different to isolated SNRs

Cox ARAA



Fermi image of  Cygnus superbubble

Ackermann + 2011
See also: Katsuta, Uchiyama & Funk
Extended Gamma-Ray Emission from the G25.0+0.0 Region: A 
Star-forming Region Powered by the Newly Found OB 
Association? ApJ, v.839, id.129, (2017)



Fermi spectrum of  Cygnus superbubble

Ackermann + 2011



The Fermi source is extended of  
about 50 pc scale size and 
anti-correlate with MSX

Cygnus X is about 1.5 kpc away. Contain a 
number of young star clusters and several OB 
associations.  Cygnus OB2 association contains 
65 O stars and more than 500 B stars.  There is 
a young supernova remnant  Gamma-Cygni
and a few gamma-pulsars.



Simulations with a non-linear kinetic model of 
relativistic particle acceleration accounting for particle 
acceleration by multiple shocks and long-wavelength 
strong turbulence predicted temporal evolution of CR 
spectrum  

Space Science Reviews  v.99, p. 317, (2001)
Astron. Astrophys. Reviews v.22, id.77, (2014) 



MHD-turbulence	and	CR	
acceleration	in	SBs

The	energy	sources	are	OB-star	winds	and	SNRs
The	turbulence	generation	mechanism:
Multiple	shocks	interacting	with	cloudlets	
linear	transformations,	nonlinear	cascade,
wave	damping	including	CR	acceleration.
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Particle acceleration by multiple shock 
ensemble with accompanied rarefactions

Kinetic equation for the mean distribution function 
F(r,p,t) (phase space) in a highly intermittent system 

AB 2001
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Turbulence model

The turbulence spectra Wi(k,t)dk = dE

Vortex W1(k,t) = T(k,t) (incompressible)

Acoustic W2(k,t) = S(k,t) (compressible)



Turbulence model spectra



Space Sci. Rev.  v.99, 317  



LECR  Spectra in  a SB

Space Sci. Rev.  v.99, 317
Astron. Astrophys. Reviews v.22, id.77, (2014) 



MHD	Shock-Turbulence	Power	
Conversion	to	CRs

Space Sci. Rev.  v.99, 317, 2001  



HECR	Spectra	in	the	SB	model

Astronomy Letters, v.27, pp.625-633 (2001)



PeV proton	acceleration	by	SNe and	stellar	
winds	in		starbursts	



NOAO

M82

M51

Arp 220

IRAS 19297-0406

NGC 253

Starbursts (T.Thompson 2007)



Nearest	Merger—The	“Antennae”
• WFPC2,	with	CO	overlay	
(Whitmore	et	al.	1999;	
Wilson	et	al.	2000)

• VLA	5	GHz	image	(Neff	&	
Ulvestad 2000)

5 mJy -30,000 O7-equivalent stars



PeV proton	acceleration	by	SNR	in	young	
compact	stellar	clusters	&	starbursts	



CR	acceleration	in	colliding	shock	flows
[between	the		colliding	shock]	

is	the	most	efficient	
version	of	Fermi	I	acceleration		



SNR  - cluster wind accelerator
CR acceleration in colliding shock flows

MNRAS  V. 429, 2755, 2013



2MASS Atlas Image from M.Muno

A Galactic Super Star Cluster

• Distance: 5kpc
• Mass: 105 Msun

• Core radius: 0.6 pc
• Extent: ~6 pc across
• Core density:~106 pc-3

• Age: 4 +/- 1 Myr
• Supernova rate: 1 

every 10,000 years



Chandra Observations

This is a pulsar -
magnetar!

Two exposures:
2005 May, 18 ks
2005 June, 38 ks

WR/O star binaries, 
plus unresolved pre-
MS stars

M.Muno + 2006



Westerlund	1

Muno+ 05 Clark+ 05



Colliding shock flow geometry used 
Shock was divided in a few sections

Stellar wind shock
( thin shell approximation)

Wilkin 1996



CR acceleration time in the colliding shocks SNR-cluster wind

Acceleration time is about 500 yrs for 10-40 PeV 

⇥a � cRg(p)

us uw
.

⇥a � 2 · 1010 EPeV (�bn)�0.5 u�2
s3 u�1

w3 (s)

Magnetic field 
amplification by
CR current driven 
instabilities:
Bell’s and LW 
ApJ v.789, 137, 2014



Escaped

CRs 

Confined 
particles 

CR distribution functions  with the very hard energy spectra (upturn) 
is a specific feature of particle acceleration in  colliding shock flows  



Gamma-rays from a Pevatron 

AARv v.22, p.54, 2014
MNRAS  V. 453, p. 113, 2015



Gamma-rays from the Pevatron
surrounding clouds 

MNRAS  V. 453, p. 113, 2015



H.E.S.S. image of Westerlund I 

MNRAS  V. 453, p. 113, 2015



Neutrinos from a 140 pc vicinity of a 
Westerlund I like Pevatron

MNRAS  V. 453, p. 113, 2015



H.E.S.S.	J1808-204

Extended very high-energy gamma-ray source towards the luminous blue variable 
candidate LBV 1806−20, massive stellar cluster Cl* 1806−20, and 
magnetar SGR 1806−20 of estimated age about 650 years.
H.E.S.S.  collaboration arxiv 1606.05404 2016 

power-law photon index of 2.3 ± 0.2stat ± 0.3sys
Lvhe ~ 1.6 × 10^(34)[D/8.7 kpc]^2 erg/s 



H.E.S.S.	J1808-204	model
with	gamma-rays	from	the	H.E.S.S.		imaged	region	and	total	

“calorimeter”	neutrinos	

another
component
rel. shock?

Note: IceCube flux is indicated here is for a few events “nearby” the cluster only



The two Galactic SN-clusters could contribute  to a few neutrino likely Galactic 
events observed by Ice Cube  

Advances in Space Research 
arXiv:1706.01135



Currently the	expected	amount	of	PeV sources	like	SNe –
cluster	wind	collision	in	the	Milky	Way	is	likely	a	few		

They	may	be	the	sources	of	the	light	component	indicated	
by	LOFAR	observations	



LOFAR:	evidence	for	light	CR	component	at	0.1	EeV?	

Thoudam + 2016  

Bujtink + 2016  

What	are		the	possible	sources	of	galactic	CR	above	PeV?
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Currently the	expected	amount	of	PeV sources	like	SNe –
cluster	wind	collision	in	the	Milky	Way	is	likely	a	few		

However,			the	sources	are	likely	dominated	in	the	
starburst	galaxies	(hundreds	of	clusters)	with	the	

high	ISM	pressure	due	to	mergers	etc.	

They	may	be	the	CR	sources		for	the	Waxman-Bahcall
starburst	calorimeter	hypothesis



SFR from FUV+IR

Madau & Dickinson, ARAA 2014



Cluster formation efficiency

Adamo & Bastian 2016

10 Adamo & Bastian

radiation and feedback from clusters may have important effects on galactic scales3.
To quantify the impact that clusters have on their parent galaxies and at which rate
they are formed, it is necessary to probe which fraction of the total stellar mass
produced during a star formation event is found in bound YSCs and whether this
fraction varies between different galaxies and environments.

Fig. 2 Left plot: The fraction of U band light contributed by YSCs to the total U band luminosity
of the galaxy versus the star formation rate density of the host galaxy. Original data from Larsen
& Richtler (2000) are plotted as black triangles. The blue solid dots (data from Adamo et al. 2011)
extend the relation to much higher SFR density regimes (plot readapted from Adamo et al. 2011).
Right plot: Cluster formation efficiency (� ) versus star formation rate densities. The original plot
and datatset by Goddard et al. (2010) has been updated with all the data available in the literature
(see inset). The dashed line is a fit to the Goddard et al.’s data while the dotted line is a fiducial
model provided by Kruijssen (2012). Filled dots are data from a recent study of the cluster forma-
tion efficiency in M 83 on sub-galactic scales. This plot will appear in Adamo et al (submitted).
See text for more information.

Some of the first ultraviolet (UV) high-spatial resolution images of starburst
galaxies provided by HST showed that YSCs dominate the morphological appear-
ance at these wavelengths and significantly contribute (> 20 %) to the total UV flux
of the galaxy (Meurer et al. 1995). Larsen & Richtler (2000) developed a more quan-
titative approach to the clustering properties of a star-forming galaxy. They used the
fraction of luminosity contributed by the YSCs with respect to the total luminos-
ity of the galaxy, in a specific band, i.e. in the UV, TL(U). The authors found that
TL(U) increases as function of the averaged SFR density of the host galaxy. In Fig 2
(left panel), we show the original sample by Larsen & Richtler extended to higher
SFR regimes by the luminous blue compact galaxy sample of Adamo et al. (2011).
The scatter in the data is large but the trend is clear. For increasing SFR density, the
fraction of stars born in bound clusters is higher.

3 It is currently unclear whether the efficiency of feedback from massive stars is higher if the stars
are part of a cluster, rather than being relatively isolated (i.e. in an association) and acting largely
on their own.

SCs in the Haro 11 starburst 887

Table 4. The cluster population of Haro 11 compared to the galaxy sample of Goddard et al. (2010). We
show the SFR, ! (per cent), and total mass in clusters younger than 10 Myr and more massive than 103 M⊙
(NGC 1569, M83, NGC 6946) or 5 × 104 M⊙ (NGC 3256 and Haro 11), MYSC, the total hosting galaxy
mass, Mgal, and the fraction of the total cluster mass with respect to the galactic mass, f = MYSC/Mgal.
The data of the galaxies NGC 1569, M83, NGC 6946 and 3256 are from Goddard et al. (2010) unless
otherwise specified.

Galaxy SFR (M⊙ yr−1) ! (per cent) MYSC (M⊙) Mgal (M⊙) f

NGC 1569 0.3626 13.9 ± 0.8 3.52 × 105 4.6 × 108a 0.0008
M83 0.3867 26.7±5.3

4.0 7.24 × 105 6.1 × 1010b 1.5 × 10−5

NGC 6946 0.1725 12.5±1.8
2.5 1.284 × 105 5 × 1010c 2.6 × 10−6

NGC 3256 46.17 22.9±7.3
9.8 1.66 × 107 ∼5 × 1010d 0.0003

Haro 11 22 ± 3 38 ± 6 3.82 × 107 ∼1 × 1010 0.004

aIsrael (1988); bLundgren et al. (2004); cWalsh et al. (2002); d Feast & Robertson (1978).

Figure 23. Cluster formation efficiency, !, as a function of the galactic
SFR density, "SFR. The black diamonds are the galaxy sample of Goddard
et al. (2010) which were used to obtain the best-fitting power-low relation
shown by the dashed line (Goddard et al. 2010, their equation 3). At the
right-hand end we show the position of Haro 11 (filled dots) which fits the
relation nicely despite its extreme ! and SFR values.

in this galaxy covers an area of ∼2.34 kpc2 so that the "SFR =
1.28 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2. From equation (3) in Goddard et al. (2010)
we find that ! = 31.0±5 per cent which is in quite good agreement
with the previously found value. In Fig. 23 we show the relation
presented by Goddard et al. (2010) and the galaxy sample they
used to derive it, with the addition of the position of Haro 11. We
observed that in spite of the extreme cluster formation environment
in Haro 11, the correlation found by Goddard et al. (2010) between
! and density of SFR is still valid, supporting the theory of a close
connection between the global properties of the host galaxy and its
SC population.

In Table 4 we summarize the properties of the Goddard et al.
sample together with Haro 11. For some of the objects the authors
gave the total mass contained in clusters younger than 10 Myr. We
used these values to estimate at which fraction of the total mass
of the system they do correspond, as indicated in the last column
of Table 4. For Haro 11 we used only the total observed mass in
clusters more massive than 5 × 104 M⊙. The comparison between
the values for different galaxies nevertheless gives an idea of the
strength of the cluster formation process in Haro 11.

6.3 Discussion

In a recent work, Melena et al. (2009) studied the properties of
clumpy star-forming regions associated with bound clusters in
nearby dwarf starburst galaxies. They found that, independently
of their environmental conditions, the formation of those clumps
is given by random sampling of a mass function of the form
dN/dM ∝ M−2. We can think the mass function as a statistical re-
lation which is stochastically realized by star formation in clusters.
The galactic environment limits the range of the stochastic action.
For example, the galactic environmental conditions can limit the
maximum possible mass at which a cluster can be formed (Gieles
et al. 2006a). The galactic environment may also lead to a char-
acteristic mass, Mc, above which a CIMF shaped like a Schechter
function declines exponentially (Gieles 2009; Larsen 2009a). In
particular, Larsen (2009a) noted that extreme star-forming environ-
ments show no characteristic truncation at 105 < Mc < 106 because
such galaxies are actually able to form very massive clusters (M >

106). Larsen (2009a) presented two hypotheses regarding the physi-
cal mechanism responsible for the formation of massive clusters. In
the first, such clusters are formed by super-GMCs, with masses of
at least 107–108 M⊙. The second requires a higher SFE during the
collapse of the GMC, which in turn implies compression of the gas
to higher densities. In the MW it has been observed that GMCs have
low densities and form clusters with low SFE (Lada & Lada 2003)
producing low-mass clusters. In quiescent massive regular spirals
like the MW the shear due to the spiral patterns would then favour
the fragmentation of GMCs, preventing very massive clusters from
forming. On the other hand, as pointed out by Billett et al. (2002),
in dwarf starburst systems the gravitational instabilities acting on
the GMCs are instead much stronger than the shear from the irreg-
ular intergalactic medium, allowing the observed massive clusters
to form.

In Haro 11 we have found many massive clusters, over 35 per
cent of which have masses above 105 M⊙. In the previous section
we showed that the efficiency with which the galaxy has formed
clusters, in particular massive clusters, is higher than in merging
systems like NGC 3256. Haro 11 has an irregular morphology and
is less massive than normal spiral galaxies. It seems likely that a
previous merger with a gas-rich system has favoured the inflow and
compression of gas, triggering the formation of the massive clus-
ters. In this way, the galaxy, despite its peculiarities, easily fits into
the wider picture of a sequence in star formation intensity stretch-
ing from quiescent to very active modes according to Goddard’s
relation. The age distribution of the clusters confirms the present
estimated starburst age of ∼35 Myr found by Östlin et al. (2001).

C⃝ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 407, 870–890
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SFR in Haro 11 galaxy  is about 22 Msun/yr

Adamo + 2010



Relativistic	MHD	flows	in	pulsar	wind	nebulae



Chandra		and		HST				images



Crab	Nebula

Hester 2008



Multi-wavelength	Crab	spectrum	

Buehler & Blandford 2014



AGILE	DETECTION	of	Crab	FLARE

Tavani+  2011



Striani Tavani Vittorini ea  2013



Buehler, Scargle, Blandford, ea  2012

Fermi light curve of the April 2011 flare



Buehler, Scargle, Blandford, ea  2012

Temporal evolution of the Fermi LAT spectra
April 2011 flare



Crab	Nebula	Giant	Flares

Buehler & Blandford
2014

Extremely high energetic efficiency a few percent of pulsar spin down
Short time variability scale 
Energies of accelerated particles well above PeV
No simultaneous flare type variations in other spectral bands sofar…  



Particle	acceleration	in	magnetized	PWN	winds



Sironi & Spitkovsky ApJ 2011



Sironi Spitkovsky 2011
Sironi & 
Spitkovsky ApJ 2011



But	what	about	the	flares	(PeV pairs)?

Electric fields produced by magnetic reconnection
Radiation-reaction limited acceleration above PeV
was discussed by Cerutti, Werner, Uzdensky, Begelman



Trans-relativistic	MHD	flows	in	
pulsar	wind	nebulae	with	bow	shocks

AB+   Space Sci. Rev v.207 p.235,  2017



NASA Chanda CXO



Posselt +  Ap J, v.835:66, 2017

Geminga PWN:  Chandra 0.7- 8 keV
Synchrotron X-ray radiation of TeV regime pairs 

Photon indexes of the synchrotron emission 
at the bow and in S & N- tails are about 1!



Bow shock



Bow shock PWN geometry for Monte Carlo simulations

The numbers 0 - 4 label the regions with different transport regimes: 0 is the 
cold PW, 1 (between the orange curves) is the shocked PW, 2 is the zone near 
the contact discontinuity, 3 (between the red curves) is the postshock flow of 
the ISM matter, 4 is the unperturbed ISM. (A.Petrov, AB)

AB+ Space Sci. Rev v.207 p.235,  2017



Observations of PSR J0437-4715 with bow shock vs modeling 

Modeling: Space Sci. Rev v.207 p.235,  2017Observations: Rangelov+  2016



Modeling PSR J0437-4715 with bow shock



Chandra image of Vela PWN 



Vela PWN at 5 GHz from Dodson ea (2003) with the bow shock  by 
Chevalier & Reynolds (2011) 



Vela PWN spatially resolved pair spectra modeling

Space Sci. Rev v.207 p.235,  2017



Vela PWN spatially resolved radiation spectra modeling



Vela PWN spatially resolved spectral photon index modeling



For details see 
Space Sci. Rev.  v.207 p.235,  2017



PSR B1259-63 at the binary orbit.

Aharonian et al. A&A 2005



RadioASTRON + VLBA observation 
of the central pc indicated cilindric shape
Jet from Disk? (Blandford Payne model)

G.Giovannini + 2018



Multi-wavelngth studies Mrk 501 

Bartoli + 



Crab level

~15 Crab

Aharonian et al. 2007

tvar ~ 3-5 min 
!<< RS/c

PKS 2155-304
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